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HALF-SHIFTED YOUNG DIAGRAMS AND HOMOLOGY OF
REAL GRASSMANNIANS
JORDAN LAMBERT SILVA AND LONARDO RABELO
Abstract. Let G be a classical split real Lie group of type B, C, or D and P a
maximal parabolic subgroup of G. The homogeneous space G{P is a minimal
flag manifold of G and may be realized, respectively, as an even orthogonal,
isotropic and odd orthogonal real Grassmannian. In this paper we compute
the cellular Z-homology group of such manifolds by a Lie theoretic approach
which naturally furnish them with a cellular structure given by the Schubert
varieties. The results are well understood in terms of what we call half-shifted
Young diagrams whose construction is based on the the works of Buch-Kresch-
Tamvakis, Ikeda-Naruse and Graham-Kreiman.
Introduction
Let G be a classical split real Lie group of type B, C, or D and let g be its split
real semi-simple Lie algebra. Let PΘ be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G of type
Θ given as the complementary set of a root αk of the Dynkin diagram of g. The
homogeneous space G{PΘ is called a minimal flag manifold of G. In the context
of type B (resp. D), G{PΘ may be realized as the orthogonal Grassmannians,
i.e., submanifolds of isotropic subspaces in an odd (resp. even) dimensional vector
space equipped with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. In the context of
type C, G{PΘ may be realized as the isotropic Grassmannians, i.e., submanifolds of
isotropic subspaces in an even dimensional vector space equipped with a symplectic
form. In this paper we compute the cellular Z-homology group of such manifolds
developing the half-shifted diagrams that appears as a fundamental tool to describe
the cellular structure given by the Schubert varieties.
In the general context of flag manifolds, the topology of the complex flag man-
ifolds of semi-simple Lie groups is well developed and also a very ramified area
of research nowadays (see Brion [2]). Yet the first results about the topology of
real flag manifolds dates to 1970’s by Burghelea–Hangan–Moscovici–Verona [5]. In
the 1980’s, the work of Duistermaat-Kolk-Varadarajan [8] computes the mod 2 ho-
mology. Only in the 1990’s a complete description of its integral homology was
done by Kocherlakota [14]. The Morse Theory appears as the main tool of these
works. The first explicit cellular approach was described by Wiggerman [23] to get
the fundamental groups of the real flag manifolds. Those ideas where generalized
in Rabelo-San Martin [18] where a n-dimensional cellular version is obtained to
improve the integral homology computations elucidating some ambiguities left in
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[14]. A more sophisticated point of view is the infinite dimensional representation
theory of the real semi-simple Lie group described by Casian-Stanton [7]. The Eu-
ler Characteristic was addressed in the paper by Altomani–Medori–Nacinovicht [1].
A complete description of the orientability was described by Patra˜o–San Martin–
Santos–Seco [15].
Notice that in the real context there are cells in all dimensions while in the com-
plex one it appears only in even dimensions and hence torsion may occur in the real
case whilst in the complex case the homology boundary maps are trivial elsewhere.
Furthermore, the description of the cohomology ring over the integers of real flag
manifolds is open in general. Some results have been done for the classical real
Grassmannians, i.e., Grassmannians of type A by Casian-Kodama [6]. In this con-
text, the homology groups were described by Burghelea–Hangan–Moscovici–Verona
in the book [5]. Now, if we consider other Grassmannians (isotropic and orthogo-
nal), the only specific results are the computations of its Euler Characteristic ([1])
and its orientability ([15]). In Rabelo [19], we have a first step towards solving the
problem, whose result was obtained only for the maximal case.
It is remarkable that the Young diagrams has been largely used in the context
of cohomology rings of complex Grassmannians mainly because its proven product
properties related to the comohology rings of such manifolds. Instead, in the former
paper of the second author [19], the strict Young diagrams were the main tool to
deal with homology of some real Grassmannians. In this work, we extend those
ideas about using adapted Young Diagrams to lead with the additive structure of
the homology. Since the homology groups of real flag manifolds are completely
described by what is called by Ikeda-Naruse as the beta-sequence of a Weyl group
element, one of the main contribution of this paper lies in the presentation of the
beta-sequences of the Weyl group elements that parametrizes all Grassmannians of
types B,C and D in terms of the half-shifted Young diagrams. For type A, this was
done by Ikeda-Naruse [12] and also by Graham-Kreiman [9]. We also hope that
these diagrams may provide a way to get some results about the cohomology in the
same sense that was done by Casian-Kodama [6] for type A. We now give a very
brief introduction to these diagrams (for details, see the Sections 3 and 4) and the
results for homology.
Let Cpkq be the Z-module freely generated by the Schubert varieties Sw, w PWpkq,
the main discussion in this work is how to compute the integer coefficients cpw,w1q
of the boundary map B : Cpkq Ñ Cpkq. If dimSw ´ dimSw1 “ 1, the coefficient
has the formula cpw,w1q “ p´1qχp1 ` p´1qκq, where κ is the integer defined by
φpwq´φpw1q “ κ ¨β, φpuq “ řγPΠu γ and β is the unique root such that w “ sβw1.
In general, a element w P Wpkq, either of type B, C or D, can be written as a
permutation of the form
w “ puk, . . . , u1, z1, . . . , zr, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q
where z1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą zr, uk ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u1 and vn´k´r ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă v1.
Using the definition in Pragacz-Ratajski [16, 17], the set Wpkq is bijective to set
of double partitions Λ “ pα|λq and each double partition can be represented as
a “half” shifted Young diagram (which for groups of type B and C, means that
the Young diagram of α fits inside a k ˆ pn ´ kq square and λ fits inside a n ˆ n
staircase shape). The benefit to use the half shifted form for the Young diagrams
is demonstrated when we need to compute the set Πw of all positive roots sent
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to negative by w´1, which give us a easy way to get the coefficient κpw,w1q only
drawing its half shifted Young diagrams.
Given a Schubert variety Sw1 with partition Λ1 “ pα1|λ1q such that dimSw ´
dimSw1 “ 1, the diagram associated to w1 is obtained by removing one box from
the diagram of w. The partition w1 is called
(1) a α-removing of w if α1 “ pα1, . . . , αt ´ 1, . . . , αkq for some 1 ď t ď k;
(2) a λ-removing of w if λ1 “ pλ1, . . . , λt ´ 1, . . . , λrq for some 1 ď t ď r.
Our main theorem is stated below:
Theorem. Given w,w1 in Wpkq such that `pwq “ `pw1q ´ 1, this can be either
a α-removing or a λ-removing of w and consider t “ tpw,w1q the row where the
box is removed. The coefficient cpw,w1q in the boundary map is obtained from
κpw,w1q “ t`Aptq, which depends on the group G and which box is removed:
Type C: Aptq “
$’’&’’%
αt ´ 1 , for a α-removing;
k , for a λ-removing and λt “ 1;
2k ´ p` 1 , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ up for some p;
k ` n´ q ` 1 , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ vq for some q.
Type B: Aptq “
$’’&’’%
αt ´ 1 , for a α-removing;
2k ` t´ 1 , for a λ-removing and λt “ 1;
2k ´ p , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ up for some p;
k ` n´ q , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ vq for some q.
Type D: Aptq “
$&% αt ´ 1 , for a α-removing;2k ´ p´ 1 , for a λ-removing and λt “ up for some p;
k ` n´ q , for a λ-removing and λt “ vq for some q.
The article is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the preliminaries about
the flag manifolds and the Bruhat decomposition. Section 2 summarizes the basic
results about the cellular homology of real flag manifolds as obtained in [18]. Section
3 shows the description of the double Young’s diagram of all Grassmannians and
how it is possible to write the Weyl element from the diagram. Section 4 presents
the formulas to get the set Πw of all positive roots sent to negative by w
´1. Section
5 states the main results describing the boundary maps of the cellular homology of
Grassmannians of type B,C and D. Section 6 explicitly presents the computations.
Acknowledgements. We thanks to David Anderson for helpful suggestions and valu-
able discussions.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Flag Manifolds. The main facts about semi-simple Lie Groups and their flag
manifolds may be found in Helgason [11], Knapp [13], Warner [22] and San Martin
[20]. Furthermore, [15] is the reference for the notation and for some specific results
is the article. Flag manifolds are defined as homogeneous spaces G{P where G is
a non-compact semi-simple Lie group and P is a parabolic subgroup of G. Let g
be a non-compact real semi-simple Lie algebra. The flag manifolds for the several
groups G with Lie algebra g are the same.
Take a Cartan decomposition g “ k ‘ s and let a be a maximal abelian sub-
algebra contained in s. We denote by Π the set of roots of the pair pg, aq and fix a
simple system of roots Σ Ă Π. Denote by Π˘ the set of positive and negative roots
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respectively and by a` the Weyl chamber a` “ tH P a : αpHq ą 0 for all α P Σu.
Let n “
ÿ
αPΠ`
gα be the direct sum of root spaces corresponding to the positive
roots. The Iwasawa decomposition of g is given by g “ k‘ a‘ n. The notations K
and N are used to indicate the connected subgroups whose Lie algebras are k and
n respectively.
A sub-algebra h Ă g is said to be a Cartan sub-algebra if hC is a Cartan sub-
algebra of gC. If h “ a is a Cartan sub-algebra of g we say that g is a split real
form of gC.
A minimal parabolic sub-algebra of g is given by g “ m ‘ a ‘ n where m is the
centralizer of a in k. Let P be the minimal parabolic subgroup with Lie algebra
p. Note that P is the normalizer of p in G. We call F “ G{P the maximal flag
manifold of G and denote by b0 the base point 1 ¨ P in G{P .
Associated to a subset of simple roots Θ Ă Σ there are several Lie algebras and
groups. We write gpΘq for the semi-simple Lie algebra generated by g˘α, α P Θ.
Let GpΘq be the connected group with Lie algebra gpΘq. Moreover, let nΘ be the
sub-algebra generated by the roots spaces g´α, α P Θ and put pΘ “ nΘ ‘ p.
The normalizer PΘ of pΘ in G is a standard parabolic subgroup which contains
P . The corresponding flag manifold FΘ “ G{PΘ is called a partial flag manifold of
G or flag manifold of type Θ. We denote by bΘ the base point 1 ¨ PΘ in G{PΘ.
In this paper the classical split real Lie groups considered are the Orthogonal
groups G “ SOpn, n ` 1q, n ě 3, G “ SOpn, nq, n ě 4, and the Symplectic Group
G “ Sppn,Rq, n ě 2, where g is the respective Lie algebra given by sopn, n ` 1q,
sopn, nq and sppn,Rq. According to [20], sopn, n`1q, sopn, nq are real forms of type
BDI and sppn,Rq of type CI. Given k “ 0, . . . , n´1, we will work with the minimal
flag manifolds of the form G{PΘ where Θ “ Σztαku is a maximal proper subset of
the simple set of roots.
Let Σ “ tα0, . . . , αn´1u be the set of simple roots of g ordered as below:
α0 αn−1αn−2
Bn, Cn
. . . . . .
α0 αn−1αn−2
α1 Dn
For each choice of group G, the corresponding flag manifold has a geometric re-
alization. The Orthogonal Grassmannian of type B is the set of pn´kq-dimensional
isotropic subspaces in the vector space V “ R2n`1 equipped with a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form. It will be denoted by OGpn´ k, 2n` 1q “ FΣztαku.
The Isotropic Grassmannian of type C is the set pn ´ kq-dimensional isotropic
subspaces in the symplectic vector space V “ R2n. This set will be denoted by
IGpn´ k, 2nq “ FΣztαku.
The Orthogonal Grassmannian of type D is the set of pn ` 1 ´ kq-dimensional
isotropic subspaces in the vector space V “ R2n`2 equipped with a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form. It will be denoted by OGpn` 1´ k, 2n` 2q “ FΣztαku.
1.2. Bruhat Decomposition. A central role in our context will be played by the
Weyl group W associated to a. This is the finite group generated by the reflections
over the root hyperplanes α “ 0 contained in a, α P Σ. Alternatively, it may be
given as the quotient NKpaq{ZKpaq where NKa and M “ ZKpaq are respectively
the normalizer and the centralizer of a in K (the Lie algebra of M is m).
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Viewing the elements of W as product of simple reflections si “ sαi , αi P Σ, the
length `pwq of w PW is the number of simple reflections in any reduced decompo-
sition of w which is equal to the cardinality of Πw “ Π`XwΠ´, the set of positive
roots sent to negative roots by w´1. If w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr is a reduced decomposition
of w then we put
βt “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjt´1pαtq , for 1 ď t ď r.(1)
It follows that Πw “ tβ1, . . . , βru. This is called the β-sequence of w. There is
a partial order in the Weyl group called the Bruhat-Chevalley order. We say that
w1 ď w2 if given a reduced decomposition w2 “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjl then w1 “ sji1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjil for
some i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď il.
For a subset Θ Ă Σ, the subgroup WΘ is defined to be the stabilizer of aΘ “
tH P a : αpHq “ 0, α P Θu. Alternatively, WΘ may be seen as the subgroup of the
Weyl group generated by the reflections with respect to the roots α P Θ.
We also define the subset WΘ of W by
WΘ “ tw PW : `pwsαq “ `pwq ` 1 , α P Θu.
Since there exists a unique element wΘ P WΘ of minimal length in each coset
wWΘ, WΘ is called the subset of minimal representatives of the cosets of WΘ in
W.
The Bruhat decomposition presents the flag manifolds as a union of N -orbits,
namely,
FΘ “
ž
wPW{WΘ
N ¨ wbΘ
where N ¨ w1bΘ “ N ¨ w2bΘ if w1WΘ “ w2WΘ.
Each N -orbit through w is diffeomorphic to a euclidean space. Such an orbit
N ¨ wbΘ is called a Bruhat cell. Its dimension is given by the formula
dim pN ¨ wbΘq “
ÿ
αPΠwzxΘy
mα
where mα “ dimpgαq is the multiplicity of the root space gα and xΘy denotes the
roots in Π` generated by Θ.
Remark 1.1. Given any w P W{WΘ, in order to establish a relation between
the dimension dim pN ¨ wbΘq and the length `pwq, we must choose the minimal
representative for w in WΘ. In this case, for w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr PWΘ, dim pN ¨ wbΘq “řr
i“1mαji `m2αji (see [23], Corollary 2.6). In the case of a split real form, i.e.,
mαji “ 1 and m2αji “ 0, it follows that dim pN ¨ wbΘq “ `pwq.
A Schubert variety is the closure of a Bruhat cell, i.e.,
SΘw “ clpN ¨ wbΘq.
Remark 1.2. For a maximal flag manifold we avoid the superscript Θ and write
Sw “ clpN ¨ wb0q.
The Bruhat-Chevalley order defines an order between the Schubert varieties by
SΘw1 Ă SΘw2 if, and only if, w1 ď w2.
A well known characterization of the Schubert varieties is given by
SΘw “
ď
uďw
N ¨ ubΘ.
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I.e., Schubert varieties endow the flag manifolds with a cellular decomposition.
2. Cellular Homology
We summarize the main results of [18]. For our purpose, we are supposing that
G is a group of type B, C or D. Consider firstly a maximal flag manifold F. The
cellular homology of a CW complex is defined from a cellular decomposition of the
complex provided in our context by the Schubert varieties. Given a Schubert variety
Sw, we fix once and for all reduced decompositions w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr as a product of
simple reflections, for each w PW, and si “ sαi , αi P Σ.
Let C be the Z-module freely generated by Sw, w P W. The boundary maps
B : C Ñ C are defined by
(2) BSw “
ÿ
w1
cpw,w1qSw1
for some coefficients cpw,w1q P Z. In case dimSw ´ dimSw1 ‰ 1 then cpw,w1q “ 0.
If dimSw ´ dimSw1 “ 1 then cpw,w1q is computed as the degree of a map between
cells of codimension one (see [10], page 140).
Proposition 2.1 ([18], Proposition 4.1). Let w,w1 PW. The following statements
are equivalent.
(1) Sw1 Ă Sw and dimSw ´ dimSw1 “ 1;
(2) If w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr is a reduced decomposition of w P W as a product of
simple reflections, then w1 “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ psji ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr is a reduced decomposition
and gpαiq – slp2,Rq.
The first main result is that the coefficient cpw,w1q is the sum of the degree of
two sphere homeomorphisms which has degree one.
Theorem 2.2 ([18], Theorem 4.3). For any choice w,w1 PW such that dimSw ´
dimSw1 “ 1, the coefficient cpw,w1q “ 0,˘2.
It is possible to get a more accurate expression for the coefficients cpw,w1q in
terms of roots. For w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr and w1 “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ psji ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr , reduced decomposi-
tions of w and w1 respectively (see Proposition 2.1), we define χ “ χpw,w1q “ i
and
σ “ σ `w,w1˘ “ ÿ
βPΠu
2xαi, βy
xαi, αiy , u “ sji`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr .(3)
Theorem 2.3 ([18], Theorem 4.7). Let be σ pw,w1q be defined as in (3). Then
cpw,w1q “ p´1qχp1´ p´1qσq.
For w PW, let
(4) φpwq “
ÿ
βPΠw
β
be the sum of roots in Πw “ Π` X wΠ´, i.e., the sum of the β-sequences of w.
Given w and w1 such that `pwq “ `pw1q ` 1, let β be the unique root (not
necessarily simple) satisfying w “ sβw1, that is, β “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ si´1αi. Then it is
possible to show that
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p1´ σqβ
where σ is the sum (3) (see [18], Proposition 4.8). We get immediately the following
formula for c pw,w1q.
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Theorem 2.4 ([14], Theorem A and [18], Theorem 4.9).
(5) cpw,w1q “ p´1qχp1` p´1qκq
where κ “ κpw,w1q is the integer defined by φpwq´φpw1q “ κ ¨β and β is the unique
root such that w “ sβw1.
Remark 2.5. This result was first obtained by Kocherlakota (see Theorem A, [14])
by a Morse homology approach. The advantage here is working with reduced de-
compositions to compute the numbers φpwq.
In the context of the partial flag manifolds FΘ, the Schubert varieties are SΘw ,
w PWΘ.
Theorem 2.6 ([18], Theorem 5.4). The cellular homology of FΘ is isomorphic to
the homology of BΘmin which is the boundary map of the free module AΘmin generated
by Sw, w PWΘ, obtained by restricting B and projecting onto AΘmin.
Hence the coefficients cΘprws, rw1sq for the boundary map BΘ of the cellular
homology of the partial flag manifolds FΘ is
cΘprws, rw1sq “ cpw,w1q.
and the computation of cΘprws, rw1sq reduces to a computation of cpw,w1q on F.
3. Half-shifted Young diagrams
The goal of this section is to provide the main tool for dealing with the com-
binatorics of isotropic Grassmannians. The complexity of the Weyl group that
parametrizes the cellular decomposition of these manifolds has a very nice descrip-
tion in terms of what we call half shifted Young diagrams. The main source to
construct such diagrams is the work of Buch-Kresch-Tamvakis [3, 4], where the
model of k-strict partition and Young diagrams is presented together with proper-
ties of Grassmannians of all types. Another reference is given by Ikeda-Naruse [12]
and also by Graham-Kreiner [9] in the context of maximal Grassmannians where
its found how to fill in each Young diagram with the positive roots sent to nega-
tive by the respective Weyl group element. Here we propose a model where it is
generalized by showing how to fill in the diagrams defined by BKT for all types
of Grassmannians with the positive roots sent to negative by the respective Weyl
group element. As far as we know, such a description has not been done yet else-
where. In particular, this will be very useful to compute boundary maps for cellular
homology.
3.1. The isotropic Grassmannian IGpn ´ k, 2nq. Consider the Grassmannian
IGpn´ k, 2nq which parametrizes pn´ kq-dimensional isotropic subspaces of a real
2n-dimensional symplectic vector space.
Let Rpm,nq denote the set of integer partitions α “ pα1 ě α2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě αm ě 0q
with α1 ď n so that the Young diagrams of α fits inside a m ˆ n rectangle. Also
define Dn the set of all strict partitions λ “ pλ1 ą λ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą λl ą 0q with λ1 ď n.
The Weyl group Wn for the root system Cn are permutations in Sn with a
sign attached to each entry, that means it is isomorphic to the semidirect product
Sn ˙ Zn2 ; we will write these elements as barred permutations of the form
n, . . . , 2, 1, 1, 2, . . . , n
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i
j
i
j
Figure 1. Half shifted Schubert cell p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q.
using the bar to denote a negative sign, and we take the natural order on them,
as above. If Wk is the parabolic subgroup generated by tsi : i ‰ ku then the
set Wpkq Ă Wn of minimal length coset representatives of Wk parametrizes the
Schubert varieties in IGpn ´ k, 2nq. This indexing set Wpkq can be identified by a
set of barred permutations of the form
(6) w “ wu,λ “ puk, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λr, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q
where λ P Dn with r “ `pλq ď n´k, 0 ă uk ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u1 and 0 ă vn´k´r ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă v1.
There is a description of elements of Wpkq by means of Young diagrams, i.e.,
each element wu,λ P Wpkq corresponds to a pair of partitions Λ “ pα|λq where the
“top” partition α “ αpu, λq is defined slightly different from Pragacz-Ratajski [16]
(7) αi “ ui ` i´ k ´ 1` di
for 1 ď i ď k and di “ #tj | λj ą uiu; the “bottom” partition is λ. Note that the
length of w is ` “ `pwq “ |α| ` |λ|, where |α| :“ řkj“1 αj and |λ| :“ řrj“1 λj .
The Schubert varieties SΛ are then parametrized by the set Ppk, nq of pairs
Λ “ pα|λq with α P Rpk, n ´ kq, λ P Dn and such that αk ě `pλq. We may
arrange the top and the bottom partition in the same diagram. We propose here
an alternative way of arrange the diagram of Λ which corresponds just to a “half”
shifted diagram in the sense presented by Tamvakis [21]. We consider the top
diagram α left justified in the kˆpn´kq rectangle and, for each 1 ď i ď r, the i-th
row of λ is shifted to the right i ´ 1 units. With that shift, the bottom diagram
may be seen inside a staircase partition and for reasons that will be clear soon we
consider the staircase partition with n rows. The condition αk ě `pλq implies that
the number of rows in the bottom diagram does not exceed the number of boxes in
the last row of the top diagram.
Let us denote by Dα and by D
1
λ the set of square boxes with coordinates pi, jq P
Z2 the top and the bottom (shifted) diagrams, respectively. Each diagram Dα and
D1λ is arranged in a plane with matrix-style coordinates. The Figure 1 presents the
half shifted diagram of the Schubert variety p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q and how
to read a pi, jq box in each diagram.
For each row in the top diagram, construct a diagonal line (indicated as a dashed
line in the Figure 2) from the center of the last box at right of the respective row
to the center of the first box in the first row of the bottom diagram (it means
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4×
1×
2×
3×
5×
6×
b
b
b
b
b b
b b
b b
b
b
b
bc
bc
bc
bc
b
b
b
Figure 2. Computing permutation of p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q.
that these boxes are k-related in this half shifted diagram as defined by Tamvakis
[21]). Consider the boxes of the staircase partition that are outside λ organized
into columns. The columns that contain a such k-related box are called related
and the remaining columns are non-related. The length of a column is the number
of blank boxes of this column in the staircase n ˆ n shape. We may recover the
permutation associated to such diagram by taking the length of the related and
non-related columns.
Namely, the permutation element for Λ “ pα, λq is defined by wΛ in the Equation
(6), where 0 ă uk ă . . . ă u1 are the length of the related columns, r “ `pλq and
0 ă vn´k´r ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă v1 are the length of the non-related columns. For example, the
partition Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q corresponds to the element wΛ “ p2, 5, 6, 8, 7, 4, 1, 3q
as illustrated in the Figure 2.
Remark 3.1. This description represents a slight modification with respect to that
is given in [3] in terms of the model of k-strict partitions. The choice for represent-
ing Schubert varieties by half shifted diagrams instead of a diagram associated to a
k-strict partition will be clarified in the next section.
We now give a notion of row-reading expression for each wΛ PWpkq, Λ “ pα, λq P
Ppk, nq. With respect to the top partition α, let sT : Dα Ñ ts1, . . . , sn´1u be
defined, for 1 ď i ď k and 1 ď j ď n´ k, by
(8) sT pi, jq “ sj´i`k.
For a given partition α P Rpk, n´kq associated to Λ “ pα, λq P Ppk, nq, the row-
reading map is a bijection ηT : Dα Ñ t1, 2, . . . , |α|u defined by assign the numbers
increasingly to the boxes of Dα from right to left starting from the bottom row to
the top row. Then, we can form a word
wα “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ si|α|(9)
where sil “ sT ppηT q´1plqq, for all 1 ď l ď |α|.
With respect to the bottom partition λ, let sB : D1λ Ñ ts0, . . . , sn´1u, for 1 ď
i ď n´ k, 1 ď j ď n and i ď j, by
(10) sBpi, jq “ sj´i.
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s0
sT :
sB:
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
ηT :
ηB:
1
2
s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6
s0 s1 s2 s3
s0
s1 s2 s3 s4
s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
s2 s3 s4 s5 s6
345
6789101112
1314151617181920
1234
56789
1011121314
Figure 3. Row-reading of p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q.
As before, for a given partition λ P Dn associated to Λ “ pα, λq P Ppk, nq,
the row-reading map is a bijection ηB : D1λ Ñ t1, 2, . . . , |λ|u defined by assign the
numbers increasingly to the boxes of Dα from right to left starting from the bottom
row to the top row. Then, we can form a word
wλ “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sj|λ|(11)
where sjl “ sBppηBq´1plqq, for all 1 ď l ď |λ|. The concatenation of expressions
(11) and (9) gives w “ wΛ “ wλwα.
The maps sT , sB , ηT and ηB for the Schubert variety given by the partition
p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q of IGp5, 16q are illustrated in Figure 3. Then, wλ “ s0 ¨ s3s2s1s0 ¨
s6s5s4s3s2s1s0 ¨ s7s6s5s4s3s2s1s0 and wα “ s4s3s2s1 ¨ s6s5s4s3s2 ¨ s7s6s5s4s3.
3.2. The odd orthogonal Grassmannian OGpn´ k, 2n` 1q. Consider the odd
orthogonal Grassmannian OGpn´k, 2n`1q which parametrizes pn´kq-dimensional
isotropic subspaces of a real p2n ` 1q-dimensional vector space equipped with a
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. The Weyl group for the root system Bn is
the same as that for Cn. Hence, they have the same diagrams. The only distinction
will appear in the level of roots. This will be described in the next section.
3.3. The even orthogonal Grassmannian OGpn ` 1 ´ k, 2n ` 2q. Consider
the Grassmannian OG1 “ OGpn ` 1 ´ k, 2n ` 2q which parametrizes pn ` 1 ´ kq-
dimensional isotropic subspaces of a real p2n`2q-dimensional vector space equipped
with a nondegenerate symmetric form. We denote by ĂWn`1 the Weyl group of type
Dn`1. The elements of ĂWn`1 are signed permutations of t1, 2, . . . , nu with an even
number of sign changes which will be denoted by barred numbers.
If ĂWk is the subgroup of ĂWn`1 generated by tsi | i ‰ ku, then the set ĂWpkq ĂĂWn`1 of minimal length coset representatives of ĂWk parametrizes the Schubert
varieties in OG1. The set ĂWpkq consists of barred permutations of the form
(12) w “ wu,λ “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q
where λ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą λr ą 0, 0 ă uk ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u1, vn´k´r ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă v1, 1 ď vn`1´k´r ă
vn´k´r and puk is equal to uk or uk so that the expression has an even number of
bars.
The elements in ĂWpkq correspond to a set rPpk, nq of partition pairs, which involve
a partition α P Rpk, n` 1´ kq and a λ P Dn such that αk ě `pλq. More precisely,
define the partition α as
αi “ ui ` i´ k ´ 1`#tj | λj ` 1 ą uiu
for 1 ď i ď k. Then, rPpk, nq consists of
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Figure 4. The half shifted diagram p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q in OGp5, 16q.
(i) pairs pα|λq such that αk “ `pλq; these are elements of ĂWpkq of the form
wpα|λq “ pp1, uk´1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q
which is referred as of type 0 ;
(ii) two types of pairs rα|λq and pα|λs such that αk ą `pλq; these correspond
to elements of ĂWpkq of the form
wrα|λq “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, 1, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q
which is referred as of type 1 and
wpα|λs “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, 1, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q
which is referred as of type 2.
With such description we may represent these elements by means of Young dia-
grams, i.e., the pair of partitions Λ “ rα|λs (where rα, λs means a generic partition
of any type) provides the “top” partition α and the “bottom” partition is λ. The
Schubert varieties SΛ are then parametrized by the set rPpk, nq of pairs Λ “ rα|λs
with α P Rpk, n` 1´ kq, λ P Dn and such that αk ě `pλq.
We also propose likewise in the type C case an alternative way of arrange the
diagram of Λ which corresponds just to a “half” shifted diagram in the sense pre-
sented by Tamvakis (see [21], page 19). We consider the top diagram α left justified
in the kˆ pn` 1´ kq rectangle and, for each 1 ď i ď r, the i-th row of λ is shifted
to the right i units. With that shift, the bottom diagram may be seen inside a
staircase partition with n` 1 rows.
Also denote by Dα and by D
1
λ the set of square boxes with coordinates pi, jq P Z2
the top and the bottom (shifted) diagrams, respectively. Each diagram Dα and
D1λ is arranged in a plane with matrix-style coordinates. For example, consider
the Schubert variety α “ p5, 4, 3q and λ “ p7, 6, 1q in OGp5, 16q. Notice that
α3 “ 3 “ `pλq which means that it is of type 0. The diagram and its respective
half shifted diagram are illustrated in Figure 4.
For each row in the top diagram, construct a diagonal line (indicated as a dashed
line in the Figure 5) from the center of the last box at right of the respective row
to the center of the first box in the first row of the bottom diagram (it means
that these boxes are k-related in this half shifted diagram as defined by Tamvakis
[21]). Consider the boxes of the staircase partition that are outside λ organized
into columns. The columns that contain a such k-related box are called related
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b
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Type 1
b
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b
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b
b
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b
b
b
Type 2
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
bc
bc
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bc
b
b
b
Figure 5. Permutation of p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 3q (left), r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 3q (cen-
ter) and p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 3s (right) in OGp5, 16q.
and the remaining columns are non-related. The length of a column is the number
of blank boxes of this column in the staircase n ˆ n shape. We may recover the
permutation associated to such diagram by taking the length of the related and
non-related columns.
Namely, the permutation element for Λ “ rα, λs is defined by wΛ in the Equation
(12), where 0 ă uk ă . . . ă u1 are the length of the related columns, vn`1´k´p ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă v1 are the length of the non-related columns. For example, the Schubert
variety Λ “ p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q of type 0 in OGp5, 16q corresponds to the permutation
wΛ “ p1, 4, 6, 8, 7, 2, 3, 5q as illustrated in Figure 5 (left).
Notice that one must fill in the diagonal boxes of the first `pλq rows that appear
in the shifting procedure. If the diagram is of type 0, we have a unique diagram
since αk “ `pλq. If the diagram is of type 1 or 2, since `pλq ă αk, we will have
two possible diagrams: one of them with the diagonal box in the p`pλq`1q-row not
filled in and another with such box filled in. By definition, they will correspond
to the elements of type 1 and of type 2, respectively. Consider, for example, the
Schubert varieties given by Λ1 “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q and Λ2 “ p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s of type 1
and 2, respectively, inside OGp5, 16q as illustrated in Figure 5. The permutations
are, respectively, wΛ1 “ p3, 4, 6, 8, 7, 2, 1, 5q and wΛ2 “ p3, 4, 6, 8, 7, 2, 1, 5q.
Remark 3.2. The diagrams presented here of type D are also slight modifications
of the model of the so called typed k-strict partitions presented by Buck-Kresch-
Tamvakis. For details, see [4], Section 6. We notice that the diagrams presented
here have the advantage of incorporating the `1 factor that appears in the BKT-
model. Finally, we hope that the distinction between the type 1 and 2 Weyl group
elements were clarified in terms of its diagrams.
As it was made for groups of type C and B we have a row-reading expression
for each wΛ P ĂWpkq, Λ “ rα, λs P Ppk, nq. We start with the maps sT , sB that says
how the boxes of a diagram are filled in with simple reflections.
Type 0: With respect to the top partition α, let sT : Dα Ñ ts0, . . . , snu be
defined, for 1 ď i ď k and 1 ď j ď n´ k, by
(13) sT pi, jq “ sj´i`k.
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sT :
sB:
s0 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
ηT :
ηB:
1
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s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
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34567
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Figure 6. Row-reading of p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q in OGp5, 16q.
With respect to the bottom partition λ, let sB : D1λ Ñ ts0, . . . , snu be defined,
for 1 ď i ď n´ k, 1 ď j ď n and i ď j, by
(14) sBpi, jq “
$&% sj´i , if i` 1 ă j;s1 , if i` 1 “ j and i is even;
s0 , if i` 1 “ j and i is odd,
Types 1 and 2: The case of types 1 and 2 also depends on the parity of the
length of λ. With respect to the top partition α, sT : Dα Ñ ts0, . . . , snu is defined,
for 1 ď i ď k and 1 ď j ď n´ k, by
(15) sT pi, jq “
$&% sj´i`k , if either i ‰ k or j ‰ 1;s1 , if i “ k, j “ 1 and p`pλq ` typepwqq is odd;
s0 , if i “ k, j “ 1 and p`pλq ` typepwqq is even.
With respect to the bottom partition λ, sB : D1λ Ñ ts0, . . . , snu is defined, for
1 ď i ď n´ k, 1 ď j ď n and i ď j, by
(16) sBpi, jq “
$&% sj´i , if i` 1 ă js1 , if i` 1 “ j and pi` `pλq ` typepwqq is odd
s0 , if i` 1 “ j and pi` `pλq ` typepwqq is even.
Remark 3.3. Observe, in the Equation (16), that for i “ `pλq and j “ `pλq ` 1,
i.e., for the first box at the last row of λ, the reflection is s1 if w has type 1 and s0
if w has type 2. Then, we can easily find out the type of w if we know which one
appears first in the word: s1 or s0, implying it is of type 1 or 2, respectively.
Now, we define the reading row map for all types 0, 1 and 2 in the same way
as made for groups of type C: define ηT : Dα Ñ t1, 2, . . . , |α|u and ηB : D1λ Ñt1, 2, . . . , |λ|u by assign the numbers increasingly to the boxes of Dα and D1λ, re-
spectively, from right to left starting from the bottom row to the top row. Then,
we can form the words
wα “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ si|α| , wλ “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sj|λ|(17)
sil “ sT ppηT q´1plqq and sjm “ sBppηBq´1pmqq. The concatenation of the Equations
(17) gives wΛ “ wλwα.
The maps sT , sB , ηT and ηB for the Schubert variety given by the partition of
type 0 p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q of OGp5, 16q are illustrated in the Figure 6.
For the Schubert variety given by the partition of type 1 r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q and type
2 p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s of OGp5, 16q, this maps are described in the Figure 7.
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sT :
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13
Figure 7. Row-reading of r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q and p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s in OGp5, 16q.
4. Roots and Diagrams
An important data needed to compute homology of groups is the description of
the set Πw “ Π`XwΠ´ of positive roots sent to negative roots by w´1. This section
is devoted to show the relationship between Πw “ Π` X wΠ´ and the respective
half shifted Young diagram of w. More specifically, since the number of roots in
Πw is equal to length `pwq, there is a rule that shows how each box in the diagram
of w is filled in with a root of Πw.
4.1. Types B and C. Our purpose is to describe the β-sequences of w using the
position pi, jq of a box in the diagram of w.
Let SΛ be the Schubert variety parametrized by Λ “ pα|λq with α P Rpk, n´ kq
and λ P Dn. For a box pi, jq P D1λ of λ define βBi,j :“ βληBpi,jq, where βλt is the
β-sequence for wλ. For a box pi, jq P Dα of α define βTi,j :“ wλ ¨ βαηT pi,jq, where βαt
is the β-sequence for wα.
Observe that wλ is a permutation obtained by reordering w according to the
order of indexes given by n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n. This wλ also can be seen as
the element of the set Wpnq of Lagrangian Grassmannians IGpn, 2nq related to the
shifted diagram λ.
Proposition 4.1. The β-sequences can be described as follows:
‚ The top part will be the same for both types C and B:
βTi,j “ εwpk´i`1q ´ εwpk`jq , for pi, jq P Dα
‚ The bottom part is different for each case:
(1) Type C: βBi,j “ εwλp2n`1´iq ´ εwλpjq;
(2) Type B: βBi,j “ 2´δij pεwλp2n`1´iq ´ εwλpjqq;
for pi, jq P D1λ
Proof. By definition, βBt is the β-sequence for wλ and this formula is done in [12].
To proof for the “top” part, it is enough to apply [12, Lemma 3] to the definition
of βTi,j . 
This proposition give us an easier way to compute the set Πw of all β-sequences
by placing such roots into each box of the Young diagram.
Example 4.2. Consider Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q. In this case, wΛ “
p2, 5, 6, 8, 7, 4, 1, 3q and wλ “ p8, 7, 4, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6q. First of all, we must label the
rows and the columns of top diagram using w, starting from the bottom row to
the top and, afterwards, from the left column to the right. Then, the β-sequence
associated to each box pi, jq P Dα is the root εa ´ εb, where a and b are the label of
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1
ε2+ε8ε2+ε7ε2+ε4ε1+ε2
ε5−ε3ε1+ε5ε4+ε5ε5+ε7ε5+ε8
ε6−ε3ε1+ε6ε4+ε6ε6+ε7ε6+ε8 2ε8
2ε7
2ε1
2ε4
ε7+ε8ε4+ε8ε1+ε8ε8−ε2ε8−ε3ε8−ε5ε8−ε6
ε4+ε7ε1+ε7ε7−ε2ε7−ε3ε7−ε5ε7−ε6
ε1+ε4ε4−ε2ε4−ε3
Figure 8. β-sequences associated to the partition p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q.
i-th row and j-th column, respectively. For example, the box p1, 1q P Dα has labels 6
and 8 for row and column, respectively, and it implies that βTp1,1q “ ε6´ε8 “ ε6`ε8
as we can see in the Figure 8.
For the bottom diagram, we must label the rows using the reflection of wλ
ppwλqn`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pwλq2nq “ p6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 4, 7, 8q
from the bottom row (the n-th row at n ˆ n staircase) to the top and using wλ to
label the columns from the left to the right. The β-sequences are obtained likely to
the top part. The Figure 8 shows all the β-sequences of the partition Λ.
4.2. Type D. Let SΛ the Schubert variety parametrized by pairs Λ “ rα|λs with
α P Rpk, n`1´kq, λ P Dn. For a box pi, jq P D1λ of λ we define βBi,j :“ βλpi,jq, where
βλt is the β-sequence for wλ. For a box pi, jq P Dα of α we define βTi,j :“ wλ ¨ βαpi,jq,
where βαt is the β-sequence for wα.
We denote by qw the permutation associated to wrα,λq, wpα,λs where we remove the
hat from the first entry pu1 (observe that qw might not lie in ĂWpkq). Notice that wλ
is a permutation obtained by reordering w according to the order of indexes given
by n` 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ` 1. This wλ also can be seen as the element
of the set Wpnq of the Grassmannian of pn ` 1q-dimensional isotropic subspaces
OGpn ` 1, 2n ` 2q related to the shifted diagram λ. Define qwλ by reordering qw
according to the order of indexes n` 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n` 1.
Proposition 4.3. The β-sequences can be described as follows:
‚ The top part will be given by:
βTi,j “
"
εwpk´i`1q ´ εwpk`jq , if typepwq “ 0
ε qwpk´i`1q ´ ε qwpk`jq , if typepwq “ 1, 2 , for pi, jq P Dα;
‚ The bottom part will be given by:
βBi,j “
"
εwλp2n`3´iq ´ εwλpjq , if typepwq “ 0
ε qwλp2n`3´iq ´ ε qwλpjq , if typepwq “ 1, 2 , for pi, jq P D1λ.
Proof. Considering each type separately, this proof if similar to Proposition 4.1. 
Example 4.4. Consider Λ1 “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q of type 1 and Λ2 “ p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s
of type 2 in OGp5, 16q. In this case, we have qwΛ1 “ p3, 4, 6, 8, 7, 2, 1, 5q andqwΛ2 “ p3, 4, 6, 8, 7, 2, 1, 5q; qwλ1 “ p8, 7, 2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6q and qwλ2 “ p8, 7, 2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6q.
Repeating the same process as in the Example 4.2 but now using the permutation
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Figure 9. β-sequences of the partition r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q of type 1.
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1
Figure 10. β-sequences of the partition p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s of type 2.
qw to label the rows and columns instead of use the original w, the Figures 9 and 10
show the β-sequences for the partitions Λ1 and Λ2, respectively.
5. Main results
Let G be either an orthogonal or a symplectic group and let PΘ be the parabolic
subgroup, where Θ is the complementary simple roots of tαku of the respective
Dynkin diagram. Let C be the Z-module freely generated by the Schubert varieties
Sw, w P Wpkq. The coefficients cpw,w1q of the boundary map B : C Ñ C are
defined by the Equation (2). The cellular homology of the isotropic Grassmannian
IGpn ´ k, 2nq, odd and even orthogonal Grassmannians OGpn ´ k, 2n ` 1q and
OGpn´k`1, 2n`2q is obtained applying the Theorem 2.3 which provides a formula
to compute the coefficients cpw,w1q. This proof will be done in next section.
Let Sw be a Schubert variety (of any isotropic or orthogonal grassmannian) and
the associated double partition Λ “ pα|λq, rα|λs, where α “ pα1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě αk ą 0q
and λ “ pλ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą λr ą 0q which αk ě r. Given a Schubert variety Sw1 with
partition Λ1 “ pα1|λ1q such that `pwq “ `pw1q ` 1, the partition w1 is called
(1) a α-removing of w if α1 “ pα1, . . . , αt ´ 1, . . . , αkq for some 1 ď t ď k;
(2) a λ-removing of w if λ1 “ pλ1, . . . , λt ´ 1, . . . , λrq for some 1 ď t ď r.
When we look at the diagram, removing a box from a row of the partition Λ
means that we are removing the last box of the respective row. In respect to the
diagram, there are three different kinds of a λ-removing of w:
(i) λ-removing of w from the diagonal (only happens for type C and B);
(ii) λ-removing of w from a related column;
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(iii) λ-removing of w from a non-related column;
Observe that for any λ-removing for groups of type C and B, by symmetry, we
have λt ´ 1 unfilled boxes in the staircase pattern below the removed box. Being
this a related column or not, up or vq, is equal to λt ´ 1. The same idea holds for
type D. This implies the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that w1 is a λ-removing of w and λ1t “ λt ´ 1 for some
1 ď t ď r. Recall the formulas (6), for type C and B, and (12), for type D, of w in
terms of the lengths u’s and v’s.
‚ If it is a λ-removing from a related column, then
Type C or B: There is p P t1, . . . , ku such that up “ λt ´ 1;
Type D: There is p P t1, . . . , ku such that up “ λt.
‚ If it is λ-removing from a non-related column, then
Type C or B: There is q P t1, . . . , n´ k ´ ru such that vq “ λt ´ 1;
Type D: There is q P t1, . . . , n` 1´ k ´ ru such that vq “ λt.
Theorem 5.2. Given w,w1 in Wpkq such that `pwq “ `pw1q ´ 1, this can be either
a α-removing or a λ-removing of w and consider t “ tpw,w1q the row where the box
is removed. The coefficient cpw,w1q in the boundary map of the cellular homology
of the respective G{PΘ is given by:
(18) cpw,w1q “ p´1qχpw,w1q ¨ p1` p´1qκpw,w1qq
where
χpw,w1q “
"
1` αt`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αk ` |λ| , if w1 is a α-removing of w;
1` λt`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λr , if w1 is a λ-removing of w;
and κpw,w1q “ t`Aptq depends on the group G and which box is removed:
Type C: Aptq “
$’’&’’%
αt ´ 1 , for a α-removing;
k , for a λ-removing and λt “ 1;
2k ´ p` 1 , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ up for some p;
k ` n´ q ` 1 , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ vq for some q.
Type B: Aptq “
$’’&’’%
αt ´ 1 , for a α-removing;
2k ` t´ 1 , for a λ-removing and λt “ 1;
2k ´ p , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ up for some p;
k ` n´ q , for a λ-removing and λt ´ 1 “ vq for some q.
Type D: Aptq “
$&% αt ´ 1 , for a α-removing;2k ´ p´ 1 , for a λ-removing and λt “ up for some p;
k ` n´ q , for a λ-removing and λt “ vq for some q.
6. Proof of Theorem 5.2
6.1. Type C and B. To get the boundary operator, we must compute φpwq´φpw1q
where φpwq “ řαPΠw α is the sum of the elements in the β-sequence of w.
Therefore, we have four different possibilities to remove a box from Λ as listed
below. In these computations we only need to know what happens to the Top
part since in [19] we can find the proof for the Bottom part. Remember that the
permutation of w can be written as
wu,λ “ puk, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λr, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q
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and these values are obtained by counting the length of related and non-related
columns of the bottom diagrams.
6.1.1. Case 1: α-removing of w. Suppose that we are removing a box from the row
αt for some t P t1, . . . , ku. Looking through an imaginary diagonal line, the row αt
is related to the pαt` k´ t` 1q-th column in the bottom diagram D1λ. Clearly, thepαt ` k ´ tq-th column must be non-related.
Call by up and vq the length of related column αt ` k ´ t ` 1 and non-related
column αt ` k ´ t, respectively, where p “ t and q “ n` 1´ k ´ αt.
After remove the box pt, αtq, the related pαt ` k ´ t ` 1q-th and non-related
pαt` k´ tq-th columns of w swicht their role in the permutation and they become,
respectively, non-related and related columns of w1. Then, the permutation of w1
is obtained from w just by swapping up and vq
w1 “ puk, . . . , vq, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λr, vn´k´r, . . . , up, . . . , v1q.
Denote by β1 the β-sequences associated to w1. Using Proposition 4.1, we can
observe that the β-sequences in the top diagram are equal to w and w1 unless for
those box at t-th row or αt-th column. By definition,
wpk ´ t` 1q “ up; wpk ` αtq “ vq;
w1pk ´ t` 1q “ vq; w1pk ` αtq “ up.
Then,
βTi,αt “ εwpk´i`1q ´ εwpk`αtq “ εwpk´i`1q ´ εvq , 1 ď i ď t;
βTt,j “ εwpk´t`1q ´ εwpk`jq “ εup ` εwpk´j`1q, 1 ď j ď αt;
pβ1qTi,αt “ εwpk´i`1q ´ εwpk`αtq “ εwpk´i`1q ´ εup , 1 ď i ď t´ 1;
pβ1qTt,j “ εwpk´t`1q ´ εwpk`jq “ εvq ` εwpk´j`1q, 1 ď j ď αt ´ 1.
The contribution for φpwq ´φpw1q occurs only at the t-th row and αt-th column
of the top diagram, so
βTi,αt ´ pβ1qTi,αt “ εup ´ εvq , for all 1 ď i ď t´ 1;
βTt,j ´ pβ1qTt,j “ εup ´ εvq , for all 1 ď j ď αt ´ 1;
βTt,αt “ εup ´ εvq , for pt, αtq.
From now on, it is useful to write φpwq ´ φpw1q “ ST pw,w1q ` SBpw,w1q, where
ST pw,w1q “
ÿ
pi,jqPDα
βTi,j ´
ÿ
pi,jqPDα1
pβ1qTi,j ,(19)
SBpw,w1q “
ÿ
pi,jqPDλ
βBi,j ´
ÿ
pi,jqPDλ1
pβ1qBi,j .(20)
Then, ST pw,w1q “ pt ´ 1qpεup ´ εvq q ` pαt ´ 1qpεup ´ εvq q ` pεup ´ εvq q “
pt` αt ´ 1qpεup ´ εvq q and SBpw,w1q “ 0, since wλ “ w1λ.
Therefore, φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pt ` αt ´ 1qpεut ´ εvn`1´k´αt q. This formula for the
coefficient can be computed just looking to the diagram of w and it will be explored
in the next example.
Example 6.1. Consider Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q and its β-sequences
in Figure 8. Suppose that Λ1 “ p5,4, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q, where t “ 2. The β-sequences
for w1 can be described in the diagram as same as the ones for w. Comparing
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Figure 11. κpw,w1q for Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q and Λ1 “ p5, 4, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q.
both diagrams, we can see in Figure 11 (left) that the β-sequences filled in the
boxes are only different for some in the top part which have a dot. Subtracting
the diagram of β-sequence of w1 from the diagram of w, we get an integer multiple
of the root εup ´ εvq “ ε5 ´ ε3 in the dotted boxes and zero in all other. In the
Figure 11 (right), the multiplicity of such root is 1 for the removed box and for all
in the same row or same column in the top part. Then, φpwq ´ φpw1q can be easily
computed just using the diagram by adding all coefficients in it. For this example,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pt` αt ´ 1qpε5 ´ ε3q “ 6pε5 ´ ε3q.
The above process can be applied in general for any α-removing of w: put 1’s
into all boxes of the top part in the same column and row of the removed box.
Adding all this numbers we get exactly the coefficient κpw,w1q “ t` αt ´ 1.
Note that the root εut ´ εvn`1´k´αt can be a non-simple positive root. No other
case for groups of type C and B has this particularity.
Remark 6.2. Although this whole work is devoted to establish the relation between
the half-shifted Young diagrams and Grassmannians for groups of type B, C and
D, we can point out that the Schubert varieties of the usual Grassmannian (of
type A) are paremetrized by the standard Young diagram, a particular case of half-
shifted when the bottom part λ “ H. Then, the homology coefficients for the usual
Grassmannians can be computed considering only the α-removing case as made
above.
6.1.2. Case 2: λ-removing in a diagonal of w. Suppose that we are removing a
box from the row λt for some t P t1, . . . , ru such that this is in the diagonal of the
diagram D1λ of w. So, we must have t “ r and λr “ 1. Since the new “free” of w1
box is in the first non-related column, the permutations w and w1 are
w “ puk, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λr´1, 1, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ puk, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λr´1, 1, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q.
By Proposition 4.1, we can observe that the β-sequences in the top diagram are
equal to w and w1 unless for those in the r-th column. Observe that, since αk ě r
then all the boxes in the column r must belong to the diagram Dα. Then,
βTi,r “ εwpk´i`1q ` ε1, 1 ď i ď k;
pβ1qTi,r “ εwpk´i`1q ´ ε1, 1 ď i ď k.
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Figure 12. κpw,w1q for Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q and Λ1 “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4q.
For the top part, ST pw,w1q “ 2kε1. Now, we must consider the type C and B
separately:
‚ Type C: For the bottom part, SBpw,wq “ rp2ε1q “ tp2ε1q. Therefore,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pt` kqp2ε1q.
‚ Type B: For the bottom part, SBpw,wq “ p2r´ 1qε1 “ p2t´ 1qε1. There-
fore, φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ` 2t´ 1qε1.
Example 6.3. Consider Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q (Type C) and suppose
that Λ1 “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4q, where t “ 4. Subtracting the diagram of β-sequence of
w1 from w, we get an integer multiple of the root 2ε1 into the dotted boxes, which
is given in the Figure 12 (center). Then, the sum of such multiplicities is φpwq ´
φpw1q “ pt`kqp2ε1q “ 7p2ε1q. If Λ is in OGp5, 15q (Type B), the integer multiple of
the root ε1 is given in the Figure 12 (right) and φpwq´φpw1q “ p2k`2t´1qε1 “ 13ε1.
The above process can be applied in general for any λ-removing of a diagonal
column of w: for groups of type C, put 1’s into all boxes in the same column of
the removed box, in both top and bottom parts. Adding all this numbers we get
exactly the coefficient κpw,w1q “ t ` k. In the other hand, for groups of type
B, put 1 only into the removed box and 2’s into all boxes above and in the same
column of the removed box. Adding all this numbers we get exactly the coefficient
κpw,w1q “ 2k ` 2t´ 1.
6.1.3. Case 3: λ-removing of a related column of w. Suppose that we are removing
a box from the row λt for some t P t1, . . . , ru such that this belongs to a related
column of the diagram of w. Using Lemma 5.1, there exist a p P t1, . . . , ku such
that up “ λt ´ 1. When the box pt, λtq is removed from the bottom diagram of w,
it will increase by 1 the length up and the permutation w
1 is
w1 “ puk, . . . , up ` 1, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λt ´ 1, . . . , λr, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q.
Using Proposition 4.1, we can observe that the β-sequences in the top diagram
are equal to w and w1 unless for those box in p-th row or t-th column. Then,
βTi,t “ εwpk´i`1q ` ελt , 1 ď i ď k; pβ1qTi,t “ εwpk´i`1q ` ελt´1, 1 ď i ď k;
βTp,j “ ελt´1 ´ εwpk`jq, 1 ď j ď αp; pβ1qTp,j “ ελt ´ εwpk`jq, 1 ď j ď αp.
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Figure 13. κpw,w1q for Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q and Λ1 “ p5, 5, 4|8, 6, 4, 1q.
Recall that, by definition, αp “ λt`p´k´2`dp, where dp “ #tj | λj ą upu “ t.
Then, for the top part, ST pw,w1q “ pk ´ αpqpελt ´ ελt´1q “ p2k ´ λt ´ p ´ t `
2qpελt ´ ελt´1q. Now, we must consider the type C and B separately:
‚ Type C: For the bottom part, SBpw,wq “ pλt`2t´1qpελt´ελt´1q. Then,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ´ p` t` 1qpελt ´ ελt´1q.
‚ Type B: For the bottom part, SBpw,wq “ pλt`2t´2qpελt´ελt´1q. Then,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ´ p` tqpελt ´ ελt´1q.
Example 6.4. Consider Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q and suppose that Λ1 “
p5, 5, 4|8,6, 4, 1q, where t “ 2 and p “ 1. Subtracting the diagram of β-sequence
of w1 from w, we get an integer multiple of the root ε7 ´ ε6 into the dotted boxes,
which is given in the Figure 13 (center). Then, the sum of such multiplicities is
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ´ p` t` 1qpε7 ´ ε6q “ 8pε7 ´ ε6q. If Λ is in OGp5, 15q (Type
B), the integer multiple of the root ε7 ´ ε6 is given in the Figure 13 (right) and
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ´ p` tqpε7 ´ ε6q “ 7pε7 ´ ε6q.
The above process can be applied in general for any λ-removing of a related
column of w: for type C, fill the diagram in the same way; for type B, just change
the 2 in the diagram by 1. Adding all this numbers we get exactly the coefficient
κpw,w1q “ 2k ´ p` t` 1 for type C and κpw,w1q “ 2k ´ p` t for type B.
6.1.4. Case 4: λ-removing of a non-related column. Suppose that we are removing
a box from the row λt for some t P t1, . . . , ru such that this belongs to a non-related
column of the diagram of w.
Using Lemma 5.1, there exist a q P t1, . . . , n ´ r ´ ku such that vq “ λt ´ 1.
Removing the box pt, λtq from the bottom diagram of w, it will increase by 1 the
length of vq and the permutation w
1 is
w1 “ puk, . . . , u1, λ1, . . . , λt ´ 1, . . . , λr, vn´k´r, . . . , vq ` 1, . . . , v1q
where vq ` 1 is in the position n´ q ` 1 in the permutation.
Using Proposition 4.1, we can observe that the β-sequences in the top diagram
are equal to w and w1 unless for those box in t-th or pn´ k ´ q ` 1q-th columns.
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Figure 14. Relation between columns of α and columns of λ.
Define the transpose partition αT P Rpn´ k, kq of α by αTi “ #tj | αj ě iu, for
all 1 ď i ď n´ k. To simplify, call m “ n´ k ´ q ` 1. Then,
βTi,t “ εwpk´i`1q ` ελt , 1 ď i ď k; pβ1qTi,t “ εwpk´i`1q ` ελt´1, 1 ď i ď k;
βTi,m “ εwpk´i`1q ´ ελt´1, 1 ď i ď αTm; pβ1qTi,m “ εwpk´i`1q ´ ελt , 1 ď j ď αTm.
For the top part, ST pw,w1q “ pk ` αTmqpελt ´ ελt´1q. We can rewrite the value
of ST pw,w1q using the following proposition:
Proposition 6.5. Let Λ “ pα|λq be a partition associated to w. The transpose
permutation αT belonging to Rpn´ k, kq can be written as
αTi “
"
k , if 1 ď i ď r;
´vn´k´i`1 ` i` k ´ rdi , if r ă i ď n´ k;
where rdi “ #tl | λl ą vn´k´i`1u.
Proof. By definition of Λ, we know that αk ě r. If 1 ď i ď r then clearly αTi “ k,
the number of rows of α.
Now, if r ă i ď n´ k, we must analyze the diagram differently. First of all, two
any consecutive rows j and j` 1 are related, respectively, to the pαj `k´ j` 1q-th
and pαj`1 ` k ´ jq-th columns in the bottom part. There are exactly αj ´ αj`1
non-related columns between them.
So, we can relate each box pj ` 1, tq, for t P tαj`1 ` 1, . . . , αju, to a non-related
column between pαj ` k ´ j ` 1q-th and pαj`1 ` k ´ jq-th columns by drawing a
diagonal line from the box pj` 1, tq to a first box in the pt` k´ jq-th column. The
Figure 14 shows this relation to non-related columns using dashed lines.
In the other hand, we can observe that each column t of the top part, for r ă t ď
n´ k, is related, by the above process, to some non-related column in the bottom
part, and such column is exactly the pvn´k´t`1 ` rdtq-th column of λ.
Hence, for the column i of α, we have the equality i`k´αTi “ vn´k´i`1` rdt. 
Since m ě r ` 1, then αTm “ ´λt ` n ´ q ´ t ` 2, implying that ST pw,w1q “
pk ´ λt ` n ´ q ´ t ` 2qpελt ´ ελt´1q. Now, we must consider the type C and B
separately:
‚ Type C: For the bottom part, SBpw,wq “ pλt`2t´1qpελt´ελt´1q. Then,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pk ` n´ q ` t` 1qpελt ´ ελt´1q.
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Figure 15. κpw,w1q for Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q and Λ1 “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 3, 1q.
‚ Type B: For the bottom part, SBpw,wq “ pλt`2t´2qpελt´ελt´1q. Then,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pk ` n´ q ` tqpελt ´ ελt´1q.
Example 6.6. Consider Λ “ p5, 5, 4|8, 7, 4, 1q in IGp5, 16q and suppose that Λ1 “
p5, 5, 4|8, 7,3, 1q, where t “ 3 and q “ 1. Subtracting the diagram of β-sequence
of w1 from w, we get an integer multiple of the root ε4 ´ ε3 into the dotted boxes,
which is given in the Figure 15 (center). Then, the sum of such multiplicities is
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pk ` n ´ q ` t ` 1qpε4 ´ ε3q “ 14pε4 ´ ε3q. If Λ is in OGp5, 15q
(Type B), the integer multiple of the root ε4 ´ ε3 is given in the Figure 15 (right)
and φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pk ` n´ q ` tqpε4 ´ ε3q “ 13pε4 ´ ε3q.
The above process can be applied in general for any λ-removing of a non-related
column of w: for type C, fill the diagram in the same way; for type B, just change
the 2 in the diagram by 1. Adding all this numbers we get exactly the coefficient
κpw,w1q “ k ` n´ q ` t` 1 for type C and κpw,w1q “ k ` n´ q ` t for type B.
6.2. Type D. The boundary operator is obtained once we compute φpwq ´ φpw1q
where φpwq “ řαPΠw α is the sum of the elements in the β-sequence of w. The
approach for the type D is almost the same as for the types B, C. In some cases,
the calculations are exactly the same. However, the existence of elements of type
0, 1 and 2 asks for a careful analysis in some specific situations which turn out to
be our focus in this section. We use the results obtained by [19] for the bottom
part when needed and compute here the top part.
Remember that the permutation of w can be written as
wu,λ “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q
and these values are obtained by counting the length of related and non-related
columns of the bottom part of the diagram.
6.2.1. Case 1: α-removing of w. Suppose that we are removing a box from the
row αt for some t P t1, . . . , ku. We first observe that the same pattern over the
diagrams verified in the types B,C occur here, namely, this removing transforms
a related column and a non-related column, respectively, into a non-related and
related column. Explicitly, if up, 1 ď p ď k, and vq, 1 ď q ď n ` 1 ´ k ´ r, are
the length of related column αt ` k ´ t ` 1 and non-related column αt ` k ´ t,
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respectively, we have that
w “ ppuk, . . . , up, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , vq, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ ppuk, . . . , vq, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , up, . . . , v1q.
Observe also that p “ t and q “ n` 2´ k ´ αt. In terms of the beta-sequences
associated to the diagrams, the Proposition 4.3 shows that the formula for the roots
in the Top diagram is the same as for the type B,C given by the Proposition 4.1.
However, notice that in the context of type D changes in the last row may reflect
in a change over the type of the element. This implies that we must divide this
analysis into two cases:
Case 1a: t ă k and if t “ k, αk ą r ` 1, where r “ `pλq.
These cases are characterized by the fact that the type of w remains unchanged
after removing the box.
(1) If typepwq “ 0 then we only have that t ă k, otherwise, if t “ k and
typepwq “ 0 then αk “ r “ `pλq is minimal such that it is not possible to
remove a box in the last row. Since p “ t, we have that uk is unchanged
which means that the type is preserved.
(2) If typepwq ‰ 0 then we must have αk ą r ` 1 (both t ă k and t “ k
cases are included). But since q “ n` 2´ k ´ αt, αk ą r ` 1 implies that
1 ď q ă n` 1´ k´ r, i.e., the term vn`1´k´r which characterizes the type
of w as 1 or 2 is preserved.
As a consequence, by the considerations above, we get exactly the same results
as those for the type B,C case. Hence, φpwq´φpw1q “ pt`αt´1qpεut´εvn`2´k´αt q.
Case 1b: t “ k and αk “ r ` 1, where r “ `pλq.
These cases are characterized by the fact that elements of type 1 and 2 are
changed to a type 0 element after removing the box. Indeed, if pα, λq “ pα1, . . . , αk,
λ1, . . . , λrq is the partition for wpα,λq, with αk “ r ` 1 and r “ `pλq, then w1pα1,λq
will be the permutation given by the partition pα1, λq “ pα1, . . . , αk´1, λ1, . . . , λrq,
i.e., w is an element of type 1, 2 and w1 is an element of type 0.
In order to facilitate the calculations for this case and the next ones, define p1
and 1˘ as followsp1 :“ " 1 , if r is even,
1 , if r is odd.
; 1˘ :“
"
1 , if typepwq “ 1,
1 , if typepwq “ 2.(21)
Then, the permutations w and w1 are
w “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, 1˘, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ pp1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, uk, . . . , v1q.
The beta sequences of β and β1 of w and w1, respectively, are represented in the
corresponding diagram according to the Proposition 4.3. We describe below only
the boxes that are changed and contribute to the homology coefficient, namely, the
k-row and the pr ` 1q-column of the top diagram. At these rows and columns we
have the following roots:
βTi,r`1 “ εui ´ ε1˘, 1 ď i ď k; β1Ti,r`1 “ εui ´ εuk , 1 ď i ď k ´ 1;
βTk,j “ εuk ´ ελj , 1 ď j ď αk “ r ` 1; β1Tk,j “ εp1 ` ελj , 1 ď j ď αk ´ 1 “ r.
implying that ST pw,w1q “ kpεuk ´ ε1˘q ` rpεuk ´ εp1q.
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Figure 16. κpw,w1q for Λ “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s and Λ1 “ p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q.
The elements wλ and w
1
λ are given by
wλ “ pλ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, 1˘, u1, . . . , uk, . . . , v1q,
w1λ “ pλ1 ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1,p1, u1, . . . , uk, . . . , v1q
and, by Proposition 4.3, at the pr`1q-column of the bottom diagram, for 1 ď i ď r,
βBi,r`1 “ ε qwλp2n`3´iq ´ ε qwλpr`1q “ εvi ´ ε1˘,
β1Bi,r`1 “ εw1λp2n`3´iq ´ εw1λpr`1q “ εvi ´ εp1
implying that SBpw,w1q “ rpεp1 ´ ε1˘q.
For sake of illustration, let us consider the case when typepwq “ 1 and `pλq is
odd, i.e., 1˘ “ 1 and p1 “ ´1. There are r roots εuk ` ε1 given by the difference of
roots at the r-th row of the top diagram. There are also r roots ´2ε1 given by the
difference of the roots at the r-column of the bottom diagram. Adding them up we
have r roots
pεuk ` ε1q ´ 2ε1 “ εuk ´ ε1
which correspond to the same roots given by the difference of roots at the pr`1q-th
column of the top diagram. Analogous considerations will hold when typepwq “ 2
and `pλq is even.
Therefore, we will have φpwq´φpw1q “ pk` rqpεuk ´ ε1˘q “ pt`αt´1qpεuk ´ ε1˘q.
To illustrate this case, we will consider an example where the type of the per-
mutation changes when we remove some box.
Example 6.7. First of all, consider Λ1 “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q in OGp5, 16q of type 1 and
suppose that Λ1 “ p5, 4,3|7, 6, 1q of type 0, where t “ 3. Subtracting the diagram
of β-sequence of w11 from w, we get: (i) for the top part, the sum of the roots is
ST pw1, w1q “ 3pε3´ε1q`3pε3`ε1q “ 6ε3 and (ii) for the bottom part, the sum of the
roots is SBpw1, w1q “ 6ε1. This implies that φpw1q´φpw1q “ pt`αt´1qpε3´ε1q “
6pε3 ´ ε1q. In the other hand, considering Λ2 “ p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s of type 2 and the
same Λ1, then (i) for the top part, the sum of the roots is ST pw2, w1q “ 6pε3 ´ ε1q
and (ii) for the bottom part, the sum of the roots is SBpw2, w1q “ 0, implying that
φpw2q ´ φpw1q “ pt` αt ´ 1qpε3 ´ ε1q “ 6pε3 ´ ε1q.
Even though the above process does not give exactly the root εuk ´ ε1˘ as sub-
traction of β-sequences, the coefficient κ is given in the same way as the α-removing
case for groups of type C and B: put 1’s into all boxes of the top part in the same
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column or row of the removed box. Adding all this numbers we get exactly the
coefficient κpw,w1q “ t` αt ´ 1.
6.2.2. Case 2: λ-removing of a related column. Suppose that we are removing a
box from the row λt for some t P t1, . . . , ru such that this belongs to a related
column of w. By the Lemma 5.1, there is a p P t1, . . . , ku such that up “ λt. Lets
considering two cases: when λt “ 1 and when it is not.
Case 2a: λt “ 1.
This case means we are removing the unique box at the last row of λ and w must
type 0. Besides, t “ r and p “ k.
After remove the unique box at the row λr, we have `pλ1q ă ak, which implies
that w1 does not have type 0. Moreover, the simple permutation of the map sB at
the removed box of w depends on the parity of r “ `pλq: it is s1 if r is even and s0
if r is odd. Then, the simple permutation at the first box of the row r ´ 1 “ `pλ1q
is s0 if r is even and s1 if r is odd, implying that w
1 has type 2 and 1, respectively,
by Remark 3.3.
We can write the permutation of w and w1 as
w “ pp1, uk´1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1, 2, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ p2, uk´1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1,p1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q
since this new “free” box is in the first related column and has length 2. By
Proposition 4.3, we can observe that the β-sequences in the top diagram are equal
to w and w1 unless for those in the last row and in the r-th column. Therefore,
βTi,r “ εwpk´i`1q ` ε2, 1 ď i ď k; pβ1qTi,r “ ε qw1pk´i`1q ` εp1, 1 ď i ď k;
βTk,j “ εp1 ´ εwpk`jq, 1 ď j ď αk “ r; pβ1qTk,j “ ε2 ´ ε qw1pk`jq, 1 ď j ď αk “ r.
Then, ST pw,w1q “ pk´rqpε2´εp1q. Now, the β-sequence for the bottom diagram
change only for the r-th and pr ` 1q-th columns. In fact, the permutations are
wλ “pλ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1, 2,p1, . . . q,qw1λ “pλ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1,p1, 2, . . . q
and the β sequences are:
βBi,r “ εwλp2n`3´iq ` ε2, 1 ď i ď r ´ 1; pβ1qBi,r “ ε qw1λp2n`3´iq ` εp1, 1 ď i ď r ´ 1;
βBi,r`1 “ εwλp2n`3´iq ´ εp1, 1 ď i ď r; pβ1qBi,r`1 “ ε qw1λp2n`3´iq ´ ε2, 1 ď i ď r.
Then, SBpw,w1q “ p2r´ 1qpε2´ εp1q. Therefore, φpwq´φpw1q “ pk` r´ 1qpε2´
εp1q “ p2k ´ p` t´ 1qpε2 ´ εp1q.
Case 2b: λt ą 1.
If typepwq “ 0 then p ‰ k and w1 still has type 0 because remove a box from
λt ą 1 cannot change the number of rows of λ1. Since λt “ up, the permutations w
and w1 are
w “ pp1, . . . , λt, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ pp1, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , v1q.
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Figure 17. κpw,w1q for Λ “ p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q and Λ1 “ r5, 4, 3|7, 6q.
Observe that the hat at the first element won’t be a problem to compute the
β-sequences using the Proposition 4.3 because p ‰ k. Now, if typepwq “ 1 or 2
then w1 still has the same type of w and the permutations are
w “ ppuk, . . . , λt, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, 1˘, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ ppuk, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt, . . . , λr ` 1, 1˘, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q.
Again, the hat at the first position won’t affect the β-sequences because the
Proposition 4.3 uses, for type 1 and 2, the permutations qw and qw1, which are, by
definition, the same permutations but without the hat at the first position.
To compute the β-sequences of the Top and Bottom parts, we can use the same
ideas as in Case 3 of type C and the results in [19] and recalling that αp “ up `
p´ k ´ 1`#tj | λj ` 1 ą upu.
Therefore, φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ´ p` t´ 1qpελt`1 ´ ελtq.
Example 6.8. Consider Λ “ p5, 4, 3|7, 6, 1q in OGp5, 16q of type 0 and suppose that
we are removing the element λ3 “ 1. Since the permutation of w can be written,
by the row-reading, as w “ s0s6s5s4s3s2s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ then w1 “ s6s5s4s3s2s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ and, by
Remark 3.3, w1 has type 1 and it’s partition is Λ1 “ r5, 4, 3|7, 6q, where t “ 3 and
p “ 3. Then, we get: (i) for the top part, the sum of the roots is ST pw,w1q “ 0
and (ii) for the bottom part, the sum of the roots is SBpw,w1q “ 5pε2 ` ε1q. This
implies that φpwq ´ φpw1q “ p2k ´ p` t´ 1qpε2 ` ε1q “ 5pε2 ` ε1q.
The above process gives exactly the root ε2´ εp1 as a subtraction of β-sequences,
the coefficient κ is given in the same way as the λ-removing case of a related column
for groups of type C and B: fill the diagram in the same way of above example.
Adding all this numbers we get exactly the coefficient κpw,w1q “ 2k ´ p` t´ 1.
6.2.3. Case 3: λ-removing of a non-related column. Suppose that we are removing
a box from the row λt for some t P t1, . . . , ru such that this belongs to a non-related
column of w. By the Lemma 5.1, there is a q P t1, . . . , n ` 1 ´ k ´ ru such that
vq “ λt. Lets considering two cases: when λt “ 1 and when it is not.
Case 3a: λt “ 1.
This case means we are removing the unique box at the last row of λ and w must
have type 1 or 2 otherwise if w has type 0, the box lies in related column. Clearly,
t “ r and q “ n` 1´ k ´ r, as vq “ λt “ 1.
By the row-reading map, if typepwq “ 1 then typepw1q “ 2. In fact, typepwq “ 1
implies that the removed box is labeled by s1 and hence the diagonal of the last
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row of w1 is labeled by s0, which means that typepw1q “ 2. For the same reason, if
typepwq “ 2 then typepw1q “ 1. The permutation w is
w “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1, 2, 1˘, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q
and when we remove the box pr, r ` 1q, the permutation of w1 becomes
w1 “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1, 1˘, 2, vn´k´r, . . . , v1q.
By Proposition 4.3, we can observe that the β-sequences in the top diagram are
equal to w and w1 unless for those in the r-th and pr ` 1q-th columns and both
columns must have k box each because αk ą `pλq. Then
βTi,r “ ε qwpk´i`1q ` ε2, 1 ď i ď k; pβ1qTi,r “ ε qw1pk´i`1q ` ε1˘, 1 ď i ď k;
βTi,r`1 “ ε qwpk´i`1q ´ ε1˘, 1 ď i ď k; pβ1qTi,r`1 “ ε qw1pk´i`1q ´ ε2, 1 ď i ď k.
Then, ST pw,w1q “ 2kpε2 ´ ε1˘q. Now, the β-sequence for the bottom diagram
change only for the r-th and pr ` 1q-th columns. In fact, the permutations are
qwλ “pλ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1, 2, 1˘, . . . q,qw1λ “pλ1 ` 1, . . . , λr´1 ` 1, 1˘, 2, . . . q
and the β sequences are:
βBi,r “ ε qwλp2n`3´iq ` ε2, 1 ď i ď r ´ 1; pβ1qBi,r “ ε qwλp2n`3´iq ` ε1˘, 1 ď i ď r ´ 1;
βBi,r`1 “ ε qwλp2n`3´iq ´ ε1˘, 1 ď i ď r; pβ1qBi,r`1 “ ε qwλp2n`3´iq ´ ε2, 1 ď i ď r.
Then, SBpw,w1q “ p2r´1qpε2´ε1˘q. Hence, φpwq´φpw1q “ p2k`2r´1qpε2´ε1˘q “pk ` n´ q ` tqpε2 ´ ε1˘q.
Case 3b: λt ą 1.
If typepwq “ 0 then w1 still has type 0 because remove a box from λt ą 1 cannot
change the number of rows of λ1. Since λt “ vq, the permutations w and w1 are
w “ pp1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , λt, . . . , v1q
w1 “ pp1, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt, . . . , λr ` 1, vn`1´k´r, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , v1q.
Now, if typepwq “ 1 or 2 then q ď n´ k´ r and w1 still has the same type of w.
The permutations are
w “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , λr ` 1, 1˘, vn´k´r, . . . , λt, . . . , v1q,
w1 “ ppuk, . . . , u1, λ1 ` 1, . . . , λt, . . . , λr ` 1, 1˘, vn´k´r, . . . , λt ` 1, . . . , v1q
where 1˘ changes according to the type of w. Observe that the no matter the type
of w, it will only change the values in pk ` tq-th and pn ´ q ` 2q-th positions. To
compute the β-sequences of the Top and Bottom parts, we can use the same ideas
as in Case 4 of type C and the results in [19]. Hence,
φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pk ` αTn´k´q`2 ` λt ` 2t´ 2qpελt`1 ´ ελtq.
The Proposition 6.5 for types B and C can be rephrased for type D and the
formula will be αTn´k´q`2 “ ´vq`n´q`2´tj | λj`1 ą vqu, for 1 ď q ď n`1´k´r.
Therefore, φpwq ´ φpw1q “ pk ` n´ q ` tqpελt`1 ´ ελtq.
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Example 6.9. First of all, consider Λ1 “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1q in OGp5, 16q of type 1
and suppose that we are removing the element λ3 “ 1. Since the permutation
of w1 can be written, by the row-reading, as w1 “ s1s6s5s4s3s2s0 ¨ ¨ ¨ then w11 “
s6s5s4s3s2s0 ¨ ¨ ¨ and, by Remark 3.3, w11 has type 2 and it’s partition is Λ1 “
p5, 4, 4|7, 6s, where t “ 3 and q “ 2. We get: (i) for the top part, ST pw1, w11q “
6pε2´ε1q and (ii) the sum of the roots is SBpw1, w11q “ 5pε2´ε1q. This implies that
φpw1q´φpw11q “ pk`n´q`tqpε2´ε1q “ 11pε2`ε1q. In the other hand, considering
Λ2 “ p5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s of type 2, the same argument shows that Λ12 “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6q has
type 1 and φpw2q ´ φpw12q “ pk ` n´ q ` tqpε2 ` ε1q “ 11pε2 ` ε1q.
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Figure 18. κpw,w1q for Λ “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6, 1s and Λ1 “ r5, 4, 4|7, 6s.
The above process gives exactly the root ε2´ε1˘ as subtraction of β-sequences, the
coefficient κ is given in the same way as the λ-removing case of a non-related column
for groups of type C and B: fill the diagram in the same way of above example.
Adding all this numbers we get exactly the coefficient κpw,w1q “ 2k ´ p` t.
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